Standard GP (General Purpose) Cold Rolling Wheels

CJWinter manufactures cold roll wheels for not just our cold rolling products but for all other brands of cold roll tooling available. Caution needs to be taken when installing this style wheel in the cold roll wheel holder. The GP style wheel can be installed incorrectly and cause the operator to damage product if care isn’t taken during the installation process. The part number shown on the face of the wheel when installed properly should always face the chuck jaws on your machine. If you do not want to take the chance of installing the wheels incorrectly then you may want to consider CJWinter’s line of EPL (Error Proof Loading) products.

CJWinter manufactures a variety of Pin and Box cold roll wheels for both standard and proprietary connections. When placing an order, we need to know the connection you are cold rolling, and CJWinter will supply you with the correct wheel. If you happen to know the CR number as an example, CR10 or CR100, is all that we need to fill your order.

CJWinter’s Cold Root Rolling product line information is constantly being added to and updated so we maximize the value to the Customer. CJWinter is the World Leader in Cold Root Rolling… It’s What We Do! Contact your local distributor, or call us directly at 1-800-288-ROLL (7655) and ask about our many new and improved products that will help put profits back where they belong… in your pocket.

Visit us at www.coldrootrolling.com today to see all of our New Product Bulletins, and check out our blog page for other helpful information.